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T h e  P o w e r f u l  T u r n



Wind is borderless, so should energy be.

We bring autonomous power supply with wind energy and vertical axis wind 
turbines to organizations and communities around the world.
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We Ar e LuvS ide

We are LuvSide

LuvSide develops, builds, and sells small vertical axis wind turbines to businesses, 
private owners, and communities. Since our foundation in 2014, we have worked with 
enterprises like Siemens and Vonk; installed turbines in countries including Germany, 
the Netherlands, and Saudi Arabia; and operated on both onshore and offshore 
locations of the North Sea, urban areas, and natural preservation regions.
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Why We Car e

Why we care

We cannot go about our day-to-day lives without the supply of electricity. However, 
66.8 % of the total world gross electricity generation came from combustible fuels 
(IPCC, 2014), emitting greenhouse gas which leads to global warming and climate 
change.

As energy-conscious citizens, we believe clean, decentralized energy generation is 
the solution. LuvSide technology not only harnesses wind power, but also ensures 
autonomous power supply with excess electricity stored or fed directly into the 
grid. This allows electrical power to be produced and supplied locally, eventually 
driving green energy transformation from ground zero— companies, institutions, 
communities, and our homes.
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L S Doub le  He l i x  1 .5  Ver t ica l  Ax is  Wind Turb ine

LS Double Helix 1.5

LS Double Helix 1.5 is LuvSide’s second-generation Savonius vertical axis wind turbine 
solution launched in August, 2019.

Small and robust, minimalistic and customizable, these turbines are designed for both 
household, commercial, and industrial operation. Under optimal wind condition, they 
produce up to 1.5 kW electricity. They can be self-installed by any wind passionate 
easily and often without bureaucracy.

Inside LuvSide Turbine

LuvSide turbines are built to be 
compact and easy to maintain. The 
turbine rotor itself includes all the key 
components and serves as a complete 
solution that’s ready to start your 
renewable energy transformation.
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L S Doub le  He l i x  1 .5  Ver t ica l  Ax is  Wind Turb ine

Slat -Geometry Blades

While the double-helix structure of LuvSide turbines 
ensures an uniform torque curve, incorporating the 
slat design allows the turbines to utilize incoming 
wind more efficiently.

Color Customization

We build LuvSide turbines with colors hand-
picked by our clients, who install the turbines 
at their business sites or university campuses. 
While generating electricity, they also create 
striking visual impressions.

Installat ion

LuvSide turbines can be installed with the 
rotors directly placed on the roof or on top 
of a mast, depending on your preference, 
the ground foundation as well as the wind 
condition. The mast we supply for our clients 
is made of galvanized steel to ensure optimal 
stability and quality.
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L S Doub le  He l i x  1 .5  Ver t ica l  Ax is  Wind Turb ine

LS Double Helix 1.5 | Power Output

LS Double Helix 1.5 | Rotor Dimensions

Nominal Power   1.5 kW at 15 m/s

Maximum Power Output  3.0 kW at 22 m/s

Start-up Wind Speed  3 m/s (11 km/h)

Cut-off Wind Speed  23 m/s (83 km/h)

Diameter  1.4 m

Height   4 m

Rotor Surface  5.6 m²

Weight   625 kg

Speed of Rotation 120 - 140 rpm

Number of Rotor Blades 16 Pieces

Material   Glass-fiber reinforced plastic (GFRP)
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L S Hel i x  3 .0  Ver t ica l  Ax is  Wind Turb ine

LS Helix 3.0

As our next-evolution Savonius vertical axis wind turbine, the LS Helix 3.0 model has a 
larger power output and higher energy efficiency. Under optimal wind condition, they 
produce up to 3.0 kW electricity. Possible to be self-installed, they thrive in turbulent 
wind conditions and operate with low wind speed.

3.0 kW Helix will be available for purchase starting in April, 2020.

Inside LuvSide Turbine

LuvSide turbines are built to be 
compact and easy to maintain. The 
turbine rotor itself includes all the key 
components and serves as a complete 
solution that’s ready to start your 
renewable energy transformation.
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L S Hel i x  3 .0  Ver t ica l  Ax is  Wind Turb ine

Ø2222 mm

Color Customization

We build LuvSide turbines with colors hand-
picked by our clients, who install the turbines 
at their business sites or university campuses. 
While generating electricity, they also create 
striking visual impressions.

Installat ion

LuvSide turbines can be installed with the 
rotors directly placed on the roof or on top 
of a mast, depending on your preference, 
the ground foundation as well as the wind 
condition. The mast we supply for our clients 
is made of galvanized steel to ensure optimal 
stability and quality.
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L S Hel i x  3 .0  Ver t ica l  Ax is  Wind Turb ine

LS Helix 3.0 | Power Output

LS Helix 3.0 | Rotor Dimensions

Nominal Power   3.0 kW at 16 m/s

Maximum Power Output  5.0 kW at 20 m/s

Start-up Wind Speed  4 m/s (14 km/h)

Cut-off Wind Speed  20 m/s (72 km/h)

Diameter  2.2 m

Height   4 m

Rotor Surface  8.8 m²

Weight   750 kg

Speed of Rotation 80 - 100 rpm

Number of Rotor Blades 6 Pieces

Material   Glass-fiber reinforced plastic (GFRP)
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Turb ine  Techno logy

SINN PowerTrain 3.4

All LuvSide turbines work with SINN PowerTrain, 
which are linear generators with integrated 
power electronics, built-in planetary gearbox, and 
mechanical brake. Being able to monitor power 
output performance and shut down in case of 
overloading makes them ideal for applications in 
harsh environments. They can also feed into the 
grid by connecting to an inverter.

Overload Clutch

While LuvSide turbines can withstand wind speed as strong as 180 km/h, they are 
equipped with an overload clutch to ensure operational safety. As an electrical 
magnetic tool, the overload clutch automatically detaches itself from the generator as 
the generator shuts down from overloading. This safeguards the turbine’s mechanical 
components from damage caused by overspeeding rotors.

Gearbox Ratio 1:20

Operating Voltage 350 V

Electricity Output DC

Overload
Clutch
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LuvSide  Turb ines  As Your  So lut ion

Why LuvSide turbines as your solut ion

LuvSide turbines drive renewable energy transformation and decentralized electricity 
supply for your household, company, institution, community, and land. They are 
designed specifically for small-scale power generation projects, but they are also able 
to scale up power output when installed in groups.

360°
Wind Pickup

No wind tracking system 
or blade orientation 

mechanism required for 
operation.

High Wind
Endurance

Functional even under air 
turbulence and frequent 

changes of wind direction.

All
Weather-Proof

Withstands all weather 
conditions ranging from 
tropical to snow storms.

Low
Environmental Impact

No drop shadow, low 
threat to flying animals, 
and unnoticeable noise 

emission.

Smaller
In Size

Easier to transport, less 
complicated to install, and 

low-level maintenance.

Striking
Appearance

Works powerfully, looks 
fantastic; your best 

sustainable marketing power.

Wind icon, Wind Weather icon, Tonada icon, Earth Planet icon, 
Enlarge icon, and Thumbs Up icon by Icons8.
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LuvSide GmbH
Krankenhausstr. 18

86911 Diessen am Ammersee

Tel. +49 151 15680025

info@luvside.de
www.luvside.com


